Foreword
Poverty statistics are people with the 2. Where the improvements in social tears wiped off. This booklet describes a and economic infrastructure of the study that forces analysts to look beneath 1970s have not been maintained the statistics-to recognize the real misthrough the 1980s and into the ery of the poor and to appreciate the grit, 1990s, there have been implicathe courage, and the determination that tions for the ability of poor
Povery statistics are they bring to the endless challenge of surhouseholds-less able to substivival. It restores the reality that we all tute private for public services-to people with the tears
know, yet that is conveniently airbrushed eam incomes.
wiped off away when we talk in the averages of 3. Housing is an important producmacroeconomic statistics. The study is tive asset that can cushion houserich in qualitative micro-level detail, comholds against severe poverty, and plementing the quantitative detail so land market regulation can either prevalent in the poverty analyses that the create opportunities to diversify its World Bank undertakes. This booklet use or foreclose them. captures the individual in a series of 4. Changes in household structure to thumbnail sketches in boxes throughout strengthen family support netthe text. Just as World Development works are both a result of vulneraReport 1990: Poverty used that device to biity and a strategy to reduce humanize its statistical portraits of povervulnerability. ty, these concrete examples show differ-5. Strategies to reduce vulnerability ent aspects of the life of the poor, sometimes impose unequal burbringing to life the multifaceted reality of dens on household members. their struggle for existence.
Women, because of their multiple The study analyzed four urban comresponsibilities, have frequently munities in four very different regions: assumed a disproportionate share Chawama, in Lusaka, Zambia; Cisne of the burden of adjusting to Dos, in Guayaquil, Ecuador; Commonadverse economic circumstances, wealth, in Metro Manila, the Philippines; thus limiting their ability to respond and Angyalfold, in Budapest, Hungary. to new opportunities. Although these four case studies 6. The pressures of economic crisis revealed interesting contrasts, they also can exert opposing forces on social showed important similarities, distilled capital-both strengthening it, as in six key findings: reciprocity networks are increas-1 .With labor the poor's greatest asset, ingly called into play, and eroding 1. Wit laborthe por's geatestasset it, as households' ability to cope a frequent response by poor housedterioraesoad comuity trust holds to declining real income is to mobilize additional labor-princibreaks down. pally women's labor, but in the The findings of the study are imporpoorest households even children's tant. They show that a community's abillabor.
ity to cope with the stress of economic v difficulties is largely affected by its matestructure needs may support houserial well-being, as expected. But they also holds' efforts better than short-term show that a community's coping ability is transfers. And since many extended influenced by its social capital-the trust, households include "hidden" female reciprocal arrangements, and social netheads of household, means are
This booklet forces works linking people in the community.
needed to target these women and analysts to look Up to a certain point increased pressure their children directly. will increase social capital by bringing 2. Strengthen the asset base of the beneath the into play more of the reciprocal arrangepoor (beyond human capital) and statistics-ments and by strengthening the networks.
the return to these assets. Intervento recognize the real But when the pressure reaches a certain tions should address the priorities to recogmze the real threshold-one that is unique to each that the communities themselves misery of the poor community-the networks become overidentify. These priorities often and to appreciate whelmed and the social systems break include electricity, public safety, down. This societal (and household) legal title to homes, and water and their grit, courage, breakdown has disastrous consequences sanitation.
and determination for the poor and even more disastrous-3. Remove obstacles to women's parthough still unknown-consequences for ticipation in gainful employment or the next generation.
self-employment, to help them Not surprisingly, the study's findings cope better with their multiple bring out the role of women in vivid responsibilities. This means finding relief. Women are the victims and the out their priorities for childcare and heroines of the tragedy of poverty. Even accessible water and health sermore than men, women suffer the convices and designing interventions sequences of failure. And they are far accordingly. more frequently the ones behind the res-4. Ensure that social capital is not olute defense against-and successful taken for granted. Social capital is reversals of-the downward spiral of the key to communities' ability to misery. Their networks are therefore cope with economic crises and extremely important as a defense against reverse the downward spiral of increased vulnerability and as a basis for misery. It needs to be strengthened action to overcome the conditions of by, for example, improving trust extreme poverty.
between communities and the govAlthough the recommendations of ermnent and giving greater value the study may not be revolutionary, they to volunteer community work. are important reminders of what must be 5. Undertake more proactive, particidone if policies to reduce vulnerability patory social policy research on and poverty are to mobilize the potensocial capital. Key questions for tial of the poor and generate the follow-up research to address community-based actions that make the include these: How is social capidifference at the grassroots. Among tal strengthened by being used? these recommendations:
When does it become overwhelmed and break down? And 1. Recognize the household, especialhowecan break aoided? ly the extended household, as a basic safety net. Long-term support An equally noteworthy aspect of this for the community's basic infra-study is that the principal investigator, 
increases?
This booklet summarizes the main informal social institutions foster or limit findings of a comparative study of four the capacity of households to adjust to poor urban communities in countries external constraints in different contexts. experiencing economic difficulties during the 1980s: Chawama, in Lusaka, Zambia;
Assets as a Buffer
Cisne Dos, in Guayaquil, Ecuador;
against Vulnerability
Commonwealth, in Metro Manila, the Philippines; and Angyalfold, in Budapest,
The study used income measures to idenHungary. The study explored how poor tify poverty and inequality in the four households respond to changes in ecourban communities. But it also recognized nomic circumstances and labor market the inadequacy of identifying poverty priconditions-or, in the words of a 1995 marily by income or expenditure levels World Bank report, "how the impact has and the importance of recognizing its been felt on the ground." multifaceted nature. The capabilities of The poor always face harsh condiindividuals and households are deeply tions, but economic stress and decline influenced by factors ranging from intensify adversity. The study looked at prospects for earning a living to deprivahow poor households adjust to a deteriotion and exclusion. These factors indude rating situation, what strategies they adopt people's basic needs, such as employto limit the impact of shocks and generate ment at reasonable wages and health and additional resources, and what constraints education facilities. They also indude the impede their actions. The results show socially generated sense of helplessness that the four communities cope in remarkthat often accompanies economic crisisably similar (and dissimilar) social infrastructure. But to withstand To capture the many aspects of changsudden economic shocks or longer-term ing socioeconomic well-being, the study economic crises, households must be incorporated the concept of vulnerability: able to survive such periods without irrethe insecurity of the well-being of indiversible damage to the productive capacviduals, households, or communities in ity of their members and to their net asset the face of a changing environment.
position. When asset bases become so
The more assets Environmental changes threatening wel-depleted that even an upturn in the econpeople have, the less fare can be ecological, economic, social, omy cannot reverse the damage, houseor political, and they can take the form of holds are extremely vulnerable.
vulnerable they are. sudden shocks, long-term trends, or sea-
The ability of households to avoid or
And the greater the sonal cycles. With these changes often reduce vulnerability and to increase ecocome increasing risk and uncertainty and nomic productivity depends not only on erosion of their assets, dedining self-respect. Because people their initial assets, but also on their abilithe greater their move into and out of poverty, vulnerabil-ty to transform those assets into income, insecurity ity better captures processes of change food, or other basic necessities effectivethan more static measures of poverty. ly. Assets can be transformed in two disAnalyzing vulnerability involves identinct ways: through the intensification of tifying not only the threat, but also the existing strategies and through the devel-"resilience" in exploiting opportunities opment of new or diversified strategies. and in resisting or recovering from the How-and how effectively-assets are negative effects of the changing environused and what strategies are adopted to ment. The means of resistance are the cope with economic stress are determined assets that individuals, households, or by household, intrahousehold, and comcommunities can mobilize in the face of munity factors. At the household level hardship. Thus vulnerability is dosely intemal life-cyde events that affect the linked to asset ownership. The more structure and composition of houseassets people have, the less vulnerable holds-birth, death, marriage-can affect they are. And the greater the erosion of their ability to respond to extemal their assets, the greater their insecurity.
changes. Within the household asymmeTo help in assessing vulnerability, the tries in rights and obligations on the basis study developed a simple classification of of gender and age translate into differences assets, both tangible and intangible: labor, in ability to cope with economic difficulhuman capital, productive assets (an ties. The community's capacity to respond important one for the poor is housing), to changes in the extemal environment household relations, and social capital. may depend on its stock of social capitalChanges in the environment can strengththe trust, norms, and reciprocity networks en these assets or erode them. The study embedded in social organizations. mapped out factors that can affect each of the assets on an asset vulnerability matrix
Selecting Poor Communities
to identify indicators of increasing and for the Study decreasing vulnerability (table 1) .
The poor have always had strategies The countries chosen for case studies vary for the day-to-day coping with low in geographical location, historical experi- ence of govemance, resource base, ecowere "marginal" areas, originally settled nomic development path, and per capita through "invasion" or "squatting." They income. The one nondeveloping country underwent a complex process of consolchosen, Hungary, was included to identify idation during the 1970s and early 1980s strategies in a transition economy, but in which makeshift housing was transAngyalfbld was largely excluded from the formed into permanent structures and rescomparative analysis. The case study idents gradually gained access to services countries have in common a decade of (box 1). At the same tirne considerable economic difficulties in the 1980s when all intemal socioeconomic differentiation endured high inflation and lower-thanoccurred as some households prospered average or declining per capita income. more than others. Because of the study's urban focus, countries were chosen that have increasing How Households Respond to Adversity rates of urbanization and in which more than 40 percent of the population lives in Changes in prices, wages, and public urban areas.
spending during periods of economic In the cities chosen, communities difficulty can increase hardship for poor were selected in "typical" poor areas. In urban households. In Chawama and the late 1970s these areas were characterCisne Dos, for which trend data exist, real istically inhabited by young, aspiring lowper capita income declined between 1978 income populations. All but Angyalfbld and 1992-dramatically in Chawama.
ture the complex range of social and ecoBox 1. Key features of the four communities nomic factors that affect the poor, or the Chawama lies about 8 kilometers from the central business district of Lusaka, diversity of the responses of the poor to Zambia. Initially a farming area, it was leased to companies for quarrying in economic difficulty. Individuals, housethe 1940s. Workers were housed in makeshift structures near the quarries and holds, and communities are not passive allowed to remain as tenants after quarrying ceased in 1961. The community was incorporated in the city in 1970, and in 1974-78 squatters were leased plots to build houses or given permits to remain where they were, while Households respond to declining home owners were given thirty-year occupancy permits. The government income by adopting a three-pronged introduced public services in Chawama in the late 1970s, but has failed to "expenditure-minimizing" strategy: cutmaintain them adequately. The formal sector, despite a contraction in recent years, still provided work for almost two-thirds of Chawama's working men tig total spending, changing dietary in 1992. But almost half the workforce earned income from self-employment, habits, and cutting back on purchases of mostly in market trading.
nonessential goods. A third to a half of Cisne Dos was established in the 1970s on the periphery of Guayaquil, women in Chawama, Cisne Dos, and Ecuador, by young, upwardly mobile families that moved from city rental , r housing to acquire small plots in the settlement, mostly by invasion.
Commonwealth reported a decline in Community-based organizations have long been active in the community household consumption of seven staple and, supported by nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), have provided items. In Cisne Dos parents reduced daily services, small enterprise support, and vocational training. In recent years, handouts for school snacks, a strategy that however, the community's social and economic infrastructure has deteriorated. In 1992 more than half the employed male workers worked in the forcaused a particular stigma because it mal wage sector, largely transport and industry. Women's employment, which admitted poverty. In Chawama and grew dramatically in 1978-92, is largely in informal sector sales and services.
Commonwealth adults walked to work Commonwealth was established in the early 1960s on a garbage dump on rather than taking motorized transport. In the outskirts of Metro Manila in the Philippines. Its first settlers were scavengers. In 1975, after intense effort, the community gained the status of a Angyalfold women changed menus by barangay, a basic political unit. Yet the local government continued to disshifting to poorer-quality or cheaper food. courage settlement, and its eviction threats persisted until 1987. A local NGO Households strive to maintain their was key in averting eviction. Although the community has been gradually upgraded, the insecurity has deterred investment in housing and communiliving standards not only by reducing ty mobilization for improved infrastructure. Access to water was provided in expenditure but also by protecting exist-1978, but cut off in 1984 because of unpaid bills. Government-supplied elecing income and by developing strategies tricity reached the area in 1982. Other public services are poor and irregular, around assets that generate important and the community relies largely on private schools and health centers. Much of the workforce is employed in the informal sector-where some workers nonmonetary resources. These deliberate earn good incomes-and a third of households earn at least half their income choices can cushion households against from home-based enterprises.
external shocks. But in the adjustment Angyalfdld, in Budapest, Hungary, has been formally recognized since the second half of the 1800s, when it was established to accommodate process there are both winers and workers in the rapidly expanding industrial sector. Most of the population losers. Although adjustments by poor today lives in subsidized public housing, relying on a crumbling, centuryhouseholds can reduce their vulnerabiliold infrastructure. There is little community-based activity. In 1992 almost ty and prevent increased impoverishment two-thirds of workers were employed in the public sector, less than a third worked in the private sector, and about 5 percent were self-employed.
during economic crises, not all houseDependence on state provision has meant that some households have holds are able to adjust to the same become more vulnerable than others during Hungary's transition to a extent, and these strategies can have market-oriented system... market-oriented_________________________system.____________ unanticipated negative effects on equality within households, on family integrity, Households in both communities, on and on social cohesion. average, were worse off in 1992 than a
The following sections describe six decade earlier.
key findings of the study, revealing what Income trend data provide an imporhappens when the poor can use their tant starting point, but they paint only a assets effectively and what happens partial picture. Income data cannot capwhen their assets are eroded or depleted.
Labor as an Asset share of women working increased most of women working increased from 22 school, or unintentionally, when chilpercent to 37 percent in just four years dren work in household enterprises. But (1988-92) .
cumulative evidence shows that the Women's contribution to household poorest households, those in which income varies, depending on their opporadult workers are unable to earn enough tunities and on their constraints-their to keep the family afloat, are the most education levels and their need to balance likely to send children out to work. For employment with multiple household these households the goal is not to keep responsibilities. The vast majority of themselves out of poverty, but simply to women in the three developing country reduce their vulnerability. Boys are more communities work in petty trade and serlikely to earn income directly, while girls vices in the informal sector, as domestic tend to assist indirectly, taking on childservants, laundresses, street sellers, or care responsibilities to release other scavengers. These women are forced by household members-principally their desperation to enter competitive, deadmothers-to work. Both boys and girls end occupations with low pay and long help in home-based enterprises. hours. In all three communities in 1992 Children who work do not necessarily women working in the informal sector drop out of school; girls often dovetail earned less than men, and the earnings school with their childcare responsibiligap was greater than in the formal sector. ties and boys with work (boxes 2 and 3).
Children have also joined the labor The entry of women and children into force, although their employment is the labor market in growing numbers has
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women contributed just under half of
Box 2 Boys' strategies for balancing work and school in Cisne Dos
household earnings in all income groups.
Jorge, aged fourteen and in his last year of primary school, attends the momMen's employment has declined 'omeing shift so that he can help his father sell cooked fish in the afternoon, when what in Chawarna, however, because business is at its peak. His mother works from home as a laundress, and his of formal sector contraction and in sister earns a stipend working in a neighbor's bogar comunitarto (homeAngyalfold because of the dismantling of based nursery). But even with all four members of the family working, the insolvent state-owned enterprises. But the family's income remains well below the poverty line.
Armando and Juan, aged fifteen and thirteen, are the two older sons in a most important change has been in the household of seven children. Their father, Santiago, a skilled construction contractual nature of work, as secure wage worker, has been reduced by a decline in corntract work to a casual daily laboremployment has decreased and casual er with an irregular income. With five young children, the boys' mother, Teresa, cannot get out to work. In 1991 the boys were forced to leave day school to labor increased. Although these changes help keep their younger siblings in school. Working as shoeshine boys in the have created more flexible labor rnarkets, city's bus terminal, they earn half the family's income. Although they registered they have also led to growing insecurity for the night shift at the local school, they are generally too tired to go.
for many male workers.
Differences among the communities not necessarily meant that fewer men are in employment opportunities have led to working. Households increasingly must different household strategies for coping depend on multiple earners. In Chawama, with changing labor demand. In Cisne Cisne Dos, and Commonwealth women Dos workers have migrated to rural areas
As households become and to a far lesser extent children work to take advantage of new opportunities poorer the most primarily to complement rather than to in shrimp aquaculture, sending remitsubstitute for male income in the housetances to their families in Guayaquil. In important response hold. The poorer the household, the Commonwealth households have been has been for women to greater the number of women working able to partially offset vulnerability in the and the more dependent it is on women's formal labor market through remittances join the labor force earnings. In Chawama and Cisne Dos from household members working overworking women contributed more than seas and through expanding opportunihalf of the earnings in poor households, ties in the informal sector. In Chawama, compared with only a third in nonpoor however, the few opportunities in the households. In Commonwealth working informal sector (limited to employment
Box 3. Girls' strategies for balancing work and school in Cisne Dos
Isabel, aged sixteen, and Maria, aged thirteen, are the only daughters among six children. When their father's income as a carpenter began declining in 1990, their mother retumed to work as a domestic servant so that they could afford to pay for secondary school for their three older children, and Isabel and Maria took on all the household tasks. To handle this responsibility, they attend different school shifts-Isabel the morning shift and Maria the afternoon one. Their brother Juan, aged fifteen, helps his father in the afternoons, if he has work. Isabel and Maria complain that their homework is getting short shrift. But the family is committed to getting all the children through high school. Marlene, Lucy, and Olga, the oldest of five daughters in the Lopez household, are responsible for all household tasks, including attending community meetings on Saturday. Their father, a fruit juice vendor, has virtually abandoned the family. Their mother, the household's only income-earner, works six days a week washing clothes in three middle-income households. After many conflicts over dividing the work, the girls started a rota system a year ago in which each stays home from school one week in three. Marlene says she is always behind at school, but there is no alternative if the family is to eat. for a few male traders) have been insufurban poor to overcome poverty and vulficient to compensate for retrenchment in nerability. While social services such as formal sector service employment. education ensure that people can gain Mobilizing additional labor can bring skills and knowledge, economic infrasignificant economic payoffs in increased structure such as water, transport, and household income. But the strategy can electricity-together with health carealso have important costs. In Commonensure that they can use their skills and wealth, for example, nine of ten people knowledge productively. In all four employed overseas as contract workers research communities, but particularly in come from nonpoor households, suggestthose with secure tenure, the provision of ing that relying on foreign remittances is a social and economic infrastructure successful strategy for reducing poverty.
steadily improved during the late 1970s But in the long term splitting households and early 1980s. can increase their vulnerability by weak-
The circumstances in which services ening family relationships. Local women are provided often determines the effecvoice growing concern about the erosion tiveness of delivery. In Cisne Dos, where of family values, the long-term effects on the community organized to obtain water children of being brought up without and electricity through a "bottom-up" guidance from fathers, and the dedine in process, the level of services has been the reciprocity networks that have long higher, and services have been sustained Recently widowed and at age forty-three the head of an extended household water pumps to cope with low pressure. in Chawama, Miriam tumed to brewing illegal beer in her home to eam a livPoor households, unable to afford these ing for her family. Brewing beer requires substantial amounts of water, which solutions, had to put up with poor service. Miriam, like her neighbors who also lack piped water, must obtain by walking
In Commonwealth most households have to the nearest working standpipe and queuing for at least an hour. But because she must wait for customers in her yard, she often asks her fourteen-year-old had to rely on artesian wells since the daughter to fetch water and to help with other household tasks. Miriam does public water supply was cut off in 1984. so reluctantly, however, for it means that her daughter regularly misses school.
In Chawama in 1992 women made at least two trips a day to fetch water, with each household head had, the greater the trip taking more than an hour (box 4). likelihood that the household was As public investment in infrastructure below the poverty line. Among nonpoor has declined, people have increasingly households, male heads of household come to prefer private services, perceived were better educated than female to be of higher quality. In Chawama and household heads.
Cisne Dos, for example, half of those who In countries experiencing economic were ill in 1992 opted for private health difficulties, cuts in public spending are
care. But what the decline in public often inevitable. As a result of such cuts, spending also means is that the quality of the provision of services declined in services that a household can obtain, and Chawama, Cisne Dos, and Commonthe accessibility of those services, have wealth during the late 1980s and early become a function of its ability to pay, 1990s. Particularly problematic were with nonpoor households better able than changes in water supply. In Cisne Dos the poor ones to replace public services with declining quality of piped water promptprivate. In Commonwealth the nonpoor ed nonpoor households to substitute priuse private health care services, while the poor depend on public health care. In Angyalfold a small share of affluent house- had grown from a nuclear family of eight to several households-two extended and one nuclear-containing nineteen people, all on the original plot. Economic factors played a big part in the Gonzalez family's choice of a nestHousing insecurity, such as when houseing strategy, but so did the reciprocity, in employment, childcare, and cookholds lack formal legal title, increases the ing, that is so common in families of Cisne Dos. In 1980 the oldest son, Emilio, bought his own plot nearby, and in 1984 vulnerability of the poor. But when the Anna married and moved into her mother-in-law's rented home. But after the poor have secure ownership of their death of her mother-in-law in 1985, Anna and her husband, unable to afford housing, they often use this asset with the rent, moved back along with their two children and gradually built a twoparticular resourcefulness when other story home at the back of the family plot. In 1984 a second son, Victor, brought his new wife, Nelly, to live in his sources of income are reduced. Home parents' home. Eventually, Nelly brought two children from a previous relaowners use their housing as a base for tionship into the household so that they could study in the city. Next to join enterprises or rent it to raise income. the household was Santiago, who married the Gonzalezes' daughter Sylvia in 1986. He went into business with Victor selling crabs. Sylvia continued They sell part of their plot or, as a last working as a salesclerk after the birth of her first child-the household needresort, all of their property. They save ed money and Brigita was willing to look after her grandchild. "imputed rent" that would otherwise be In 1989 Victor and Nelly constructed separate living quarters upstairs, to added to household expenditure. And lessen the conflicts between Nelly and her mother-in-law. By 1992 this household had expanded to eight, as Nelly and Victor had two children of their they use their housing as a tool for own and two of Nelly's sisters moved in to take advantage of the city's work extending personal relationships and and education opportunities. generating social capital.
Brigita, widowed in 1991, still lives in the downstairs living quarters of the The four case studies show that the original house, along with two unmarried children, her son-in-law Santiago, two grandchildren, and her daughter Sylvia, who says, "We will not move. ability of home owners to use their housMother must not be left on her own." ing to reduce vulnerability depends on development of a rental sector. This denvulnerability. Legal title is needed to give sification strategy can cause additional households the incentive to invest in environmental or space problems, howupgrading their homes and the security ever, where it means that more people to use them in productive ways. Legal depend on the same facilities-for examtitle also gives households the incentive ple, sharing latrines.
to invest in their communities. These In Chawama, by contrast, the regulatfindings support policy recommendaed Zambian land market has pievented tions that emphasize legalizing cxLtiing such densification strategies, encouraging dwellings as a way to create a stable envi- Household relations are rarely considfor home-bound women, allowing them ered an asset, but in fact they play an to contribute to household income. The important part in a household's ability to success of such enterprises, however, adjust to changes in the external envidepends on access to assets that compleronment. A household's composition and ment home ownership, such as electrici-structure and the cohesion of family ty, water, skills, and credit. Differences in members can determine its ability to the poverty reduction achieved through mobilize additional labor, for example.
home-based enterprises reflect initial disThe study found that households are parities in households' access to such important adaptive institutions for the assets. In Chawama households have poor, providing mechanisms for pooling been able to cushion themselves against income and other resources and for sharextreme poverty through home-based ing consumption. In times of economic enterprises, and in Commonwealth difficulty, households act as safety nets.
households have been able to raise their Households are not static entities. income levels considerably. In Angyalf6ld
They routinely restructure for internal reahousing is rarely used for home-based sons, such as birth, death, marriage, childenterprises. care needs, marital conflict, and the need Strategies centered on housing as an to support weaker members, such as the asset can help households move out of elderly. They also restructure in response poverty or can prevent them from slipto external crises, such as housing and ping so far that they become unable to employment problems. In the short term respond to new opportunities. But the households act as "shock absorbers," study showed that a dwelling or a plot reducing vulnerability for individuals who alone usually is not enough to reduce join them. In the longer term restructur-ing can increase or decrease vulnerability dependency ratios and low per capita incomes. The one exception to this pator safety net for vulnerable individuals or tern is Chawama, where the incidence of in a conscious strategy to more effectivepoverty is greater among households ly pool such resources as food, space, headed by women than among those income, and childcare. headed by men.
The study's results highlight three A second long-term trend is the kinds of survival strategies related to increasing number of extended househousehold restructuring. Households holds ( figure 3) . In 1992 such households often restructure to integrate "hidden" constituted more than a third of housefemale heads-young single mothers, holds in Chawama, Cisne Dos, and unwed or separated from their partners Commonwealth. Nuclear households (box 6). This largely unrecognized pheexpand to larger, extended householdsnomenon is common in the three develwith lower per capita income and higher oping country communities. In 1992 half dependency ratios-to provide a refuge of the extended households in Cisne Dos,
Box 6. Avoiding poverty as a 'hidden' female head of household in Cisne Dos
Mercedes fell in love with Victor as an eighteen-year-old school girl. After a short courtship, she moved in with him and her parents-in-law, leaving school when she became pregnant. Two years later Victor lost his factory job, and tensions between the two began to grow, compounded by conflict between Mercedes and her mother-in-law. To escape this situation, Mercedes and her son, Renaldo, moved in with her widowed mother. Her mother looks after
Renaldo while running her small home-based business selling beer and soft drinks, and
Mercedes operates a sewing machine at a local workshop. Neither earns much, and they live well below the poverty line. But Mercedes prefers living in a more peaceful home environment, where she can rely on her mother to care for her child while Mercedes earns a living. Women's strategies for coping with Households are an important mechanism the restructuring of households promptfor providing security and for redistributed by the termination of a marriage, ing income and other resources. But they through divorce, separation, or death, can also be sources of inequality for their vary among communities, depending on members. Depending on how access to the social and institutional context. In and control over resources within the Angyalfold women tend to stay single household are distributed, individual after marriages end, in order to remain household members can face either eligible for single women's benefitsopportunities or constraints in respondthough they often maintain a relationship ing to economic difficulties and can with a nonresident partner (box 7). In experience either positive or negative effects as households adjust to the chang-
Box 7. Structuring households to maintain eligibility ing external environment. for state benefits in Angyalfold
In all four communities the study found that the burden of coping with ecoGina, a divorced woman of thirty-eight, enjoyed a comfortable standard of nornic crises is often unequally distribliving before she and her husband split up and she lost her job at a canuted within the household. While women ning factory. Since then she has raised her three children alone, obtaining have increasingly taken on paid work in as much local government assistance as possible. Former colleagues help out by giving her food. To remain eligible for benefits, Gina insists that her addition to their household responsibilinew partner live outside the household. They have discussed marriage, and ties, men have not adjusted by taking on Gina would like her children to grow up with both a mother and a father.
significantly more household tasks. Nor But the change in her status would cripple her financially. Although deeply have governments or local communities dissatisfied with her situation, Gina has been able to maintain her standard of living.
made compensatory adjustments by providing more childcare facilities.
In all the research communities men household structure. Women in extend-(excluding childcare) ed households can often reallocate reproductive tasks to daughters, mothers, food and clothing, while men make the and sisters-as in Commonwealth, for decisions on purchases of alcohol, cigaexample, where there are strong tradirettes, and other luxury items for their tions of intergenerational childcare suppersonal consumption. Since male alcoport. In nuclear households in Cisne Dos hol consumption is frequently the biggest older daughters quickly assume respondrain on household resources, this divisibility for younger siblings. Mothers sion of decisionmaking power has often effectively allocate all reproductive important implications for women's abiltasks to daughters, devoting themselves ity to budget. Regardless of women's entirely to productive work. Women who financial contribution, their responsibililack childcare support and have only ty for food provisioning outruns their very young children have no alternative resources, requiring them to negotiate while away at work but to lock them up with men to gain access to the men's in the house.
income. By contrast, in Angyalfold men Within households who controls tend to hand over their pay packet-and income flows often is as important to the control over it-to women. well-being of individuals as increases or
As family members adjust their lives decreases in household income. In the to diversify or increase household three developing country communities income-women by taking on paid women have primary or equal decisionwork, children by taking on jobs or addimaking responsibility for purchases of tional responsibilities at home, and men by migrating to find employment else-
Social Capital as an Asset
where-they reduce household vulnerability. But these adjustments have While women have neglecting their children. They are con-community trust breaks down. increasingly taken on cerned about older daughters suffering from less care and ^:idance, and they
The norms, trust, and reciprocity networks paid work in addition worry above all about reduced control that facilitate mutually beneficial cooperato their household over teenage sons, who, with less super-tion in a community-its social capitalresonibiis mn vision, may be more likely to drop out are an important asset, one that reduces responsibilities, men of school, to become involved in street vulnerability and increases opportunities.
have not adjusted by gangs, and in some communities to be When communities become poorer, their taking on significantly exposed to drugs.
stock of social capital can erode, making When adverse economic conditions it more difficult for them to cope with the more household tasks put additional pressure on human rela-problems of declining public services.
tionships, increased conflict and even The settlement consolidation process violence between household members has much to do with a community's stock sometimes result. In all research commuof social capital. Reciprocal relationships nities women reported that domestic vioand social networks have their origins in lence was prevalent, and they identified rural-urban family links, in networks a direct link between declining male based on kin and place of origin, and in earnings and increasing domestic viomore recently formed local networks. lence, often associated with alcohol Regardless of setting, these networks are abuse. In Angyalfold and Cisne Dos marimportant in the consolidation process. ital conflict was the main cause of houseShort-term reciprocity, centered mainly hold restructuring. While separation on money and responding to such crises reduced violence, it meant that houseas death and illness, and longer-term recholds had fewer assets on which to call. iprocity in food, water, space, and childLeast recognized is that economic prescare are a precondition for the trust and sure can exacerbate conflict between cooperation that underlie communityparents and children, often because of based organizations (CBOs). the increased reliance on children's labor.
Differences in the way the communiChildren do not always immediately ties achieved consolidation have led to accept the added responsibilities. Other differences in their stocks of social capiconflicts can arise because of parents' tal, reflected in the type and duration of lack of time to supervise their children, CBOs. Squatter communities such as which children respond to by not studyCisne Dos and Commonwealth, consoliing or not helping in the home, and sons dated through long processes of conflictby spending too much time in the street, ual negotiation with political parties and often drinking.
governments, have developed CBOs women, for of ten women widowed over a ten-year period had lost their husbandsexample, have strengthened. In sophistiand a quarter of households a husband or a son-as a result of violent death. cated reciprocal arrangements designed These violent deaths usually were associated with drinking episodes that sparked arguments or brought local political disagreements or long-term to achieve efficient use of time, women feuds to a dangerous head. share food, water, cooking, and child-* In Cisne Dos robberies on public buses has become a conmion occurcare. Traditional credit arrangements rence in which gangs of young men with knives, machetes, or handguns rob all passengers of their money and valuables. In a six-month period in 1992 one were found In all the research communiin five women in Cisne Dos was robbed on a bus, and one in two women had ties, with poorer households borrowing witnessed such an attack. Women experiencing such attacks had been robbed on a short-term basis from neighbors and a mean of 3.2 times. The lack of safe transport during off-peak hours has caused nearby relatives for daily consumption girls, generally from the poorest families, to drop out of night school.
-In Chawama poor public safety has restricted public servants' freedom needs such as food and water and to pay to move about the community. A primary school headmaster said that female electricity bills. Reciprocity networks also teachers, threatened by male youths roaming the community, have failed to extend beyond the local community. In report for work. A deputy headmaster reported that his daughter, while returning home from school in the evening, had been raped by a gang of boys, and Commonwealth, for example, complex that on another occasion his four-year-old son had been physically assaulted urban-rural reciprocity systems have by a hooligan who had entered the teachers' compound to steal food. remained strong, reducing vulnerability * In Chawama vandalism of public property has increased dramatically. By for both urban and rural households.
1992 vandals had struck all state primary schools and community centers in Chawama, causing damage that curtailed community activities. After losing But other evidence suggests that ecoelectrical fittings, schools dropped evening classes for adults and extension stunomic crisis has pushed some housedents, and community centers, having lost their recreational equipment, furholds beyond the point at which they niture, and teaching aids, stopped offering programs for women and youths. can sustain such reciprocity. Poor
The parent-teacher association raised funds to build fences around the schools, but nine of ten people surveyed nevertheless considered the community apawomen in Chawama said they had thetic about the vandalism and its effects on the community. ceased to borrow from their neighbors women were actively involved in CBOs. Support Households in Their Role Women attributed the declining particias Safety Nets pation to their increased need to earn income. The most important communityDesigning appropriate interventions to based activities are externally managed support households in their role as safe-NGO and government programs that ty nets raises two issues for policymakers. provide direct income or welfare beneFirst, to ensure that interventions comfits to participants. Men recognize the plement and strengthen, rather than subcontribution to household resources stitute for, people's own initiatives, from women's time in such activities. As priority should be given to longer-term a carpenter in Cisne Dos commented, "I structural interventions-such as to earn the money, and my wife looks after restore eroding infrastructure-rather
When communities the children and attends the meetings." than to short-term compensatory meabecome poorer, their This, along with rising rates of murder, The case studies clearly showed the critcrime on the street and on public transical importance of women's labor in port, and vandalism of public property, reducing household vulnerability, and has reduced community participation, furhow constraints on their ability to carry ther eroding stocks of social capital (box out their multiple responsibilities can 8). In part because of increasing corrupharm children's development. To foster tion, all communities lack confidence in the well-being of families, interventions the ability or willingness of the police to are needed to reduce these constraintsaddress such problems.
for One such tool is the asset vulnerability matrix developed by the study, which Although the study was not designed to can be used to identify factors that raise measure the effect on poor communities or lower the vulnerability of the poor. of macroeconomic interventions, its Applying this framework, the study idenresults raise a number of issues concerntified outcomes of asset vulnerability in ing links between local communities and the four poor urban communities, as well the broader economy in the context of as potential solutions. These outcomes such forms of restructuring as privatizing and solutions are outlined in table 2, infrastructure, deregulating markets, and included on the following page as a pracrestructuring labor markets. Further tical guide for similar exercises. 
